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Abstract 

Throughout the history of African slavery in the Caribbean, blacks have been stereotyped in 

ways that reveal a belief held by their colonisers that they were sub-human, mechanical, beasts 

of burden, rather than humans. An exploration of her selected fiction and non-fiction is 

undertaken to demonstrate how Jamaican author, Erna Brodber, undermines and subverts 

stereotypes of blacks as animals. This paper presents the historicity of this stereotype, its origin 

and perpetuation, examining these as relevant first steps to outlining the severity of the problem. 

The paper discusses in brief, Shakespeare’s The Tempest, which is believed to complicate and 

perpetuate this stereotype in canonised literature. It explores the African worldview with 

particular emphasis on the Africans’ concept of animals and their valued place within the 

cosmos, juxtaposing this concept of the animal with that of Western civilisation. Brodber seems 

to question whether the stereotype and treatment of blacks as animals is being perpetuated today 

and whether this offers an explanation of how Blacks view and treat themselves and others. The 

paper further posits that through her writings, Brodber subverts the stereotype, establishing that 

‘we are not animals’ by celebrating what colonisers decried and demonstrating that the 

assignment to Blacks of animal-like behaviours does not necessarily have pejorative 
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associations. The paper concludes that Brodber convincingly declares in a strident moral voice 

throughout her fiction and non-fiction, that we are not animals. 

Keywords: Erna Brodber, stereotypes, animals, subvert 

 

“Non-white people and in particular black people have been perceived as cattle and machinery 

… by those – the Europeans – who transported them into the Caribbean and controlled their 

economic lives.” (Erna Brodber, “Perceptions of Caribbean Women; Towards a Documentation 

of Stereotypes”, ISER, UWI, Barbados, 1982). 

As sociologist, historian, anthropologist, novelist and social activist, Jamaica’s Erna 

Brodber uses her writings, fiction and non-fiction, to interrogate the myths and the many 

stereotypes of the black man that have survived time. Not only does she interrogate these 

stereotypes, but she also uses her works to dispel them and to awaken a black consciousness within 

her readers and various other audiences about the necessity of completely obliterating stereotyped 

identities that have shaped the realities of those in the African Diaspora for too many years. She 

uses her works to offer prototypes as the antithesis of stereotypes – prototypes which she believes 

are created by turning the colonisers’ weapons back on them. 

 Brodber uses her works to demonstrate what non-acceptance of these stereotypes would 

mean. She thereby gives to her readers an alternate ideology. In place of stereotypes she offers 

relevant models for blacks in the African Diaspora. She attempts to remove the overlay of a master 

culture, doing so gradually in each of her first three novels, Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home 

(1980), Myal (1988) and Louisiana (1994). If stereotypes were created gradually, then Brodber 

shows that the removal of stereotypes will also be a gradual process. “It will come …” (147), the 

protagonist says towards the end of Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home. The first step, Brodber 

teaches, is to take the colonisers’ definition of blacks as animals and turn it upon itself. The Concise 

Oxford Dictionary of Current English defines ‘animal’ as an organism other than man “which 

feeds on organic matter, usually one with specialized sense-organs and nervous system and able 
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to respond quickly to stimuli.” The description “other than man” captures the essence of the 

colonisers’ view of Blacks. The ensuing paragraphs will show how Brodber takes the colonisers’ 

definition of blacks and destroys it through her writings and through her role as social activist. 

But first, a moderately sustained look at the historicity of this stereotype. Indeed, the 

documentation of this stereotype—its origin and its rapid perpetuation throughout Europe, the 

Americas, and the Caribbean—is vital to this attempt to appreciate fully the nature, scope, 

relevance and urgency of Brodber’s objectives. Also pertinent to our appreciation of Brodber’s 

achievement, as will be seen later, is a discussion of Shakespeare’s The Tempest, and, even later, 

George Orwell’s Animal Farm, for both of these function to elevate and complicate that stereotype. 

Against the backdrop of these two texts, Brodber’s achievement assumes greater clarity and 

precision. 

Historicity 

The belief that there are similarities between Africans and beasts is a long-established one: 

it dates as far back as the 17th and 18th centuries. Some of the greatest thinkers of that time 

perpetuated this ideology and demonstrated the extent to which the stereotype of blacks as animals 

became entrenched in society. In 1756, French Enlightenment writer, Voltaire, spoke on the notion 

of blacks as descended from monkeys: “It is a serious question … whether [the Africans] are 

descended from monkeys or whether the monkeys came from them …” (“The News Blog: Blacks 

and Animals”). In 1764, Dutch painter, Peter “Petrus” Campier, was one of the first to suggest that 

skull measurements could be used to explain the relationship between apes, Negroes and 

Europeans.  He sorted them via his “facial line” theory: “If I make the facial line lean forward I 

have an antique head; if backward, the head of a Negro. If I still more incline it, I have the head of 

an ape (www.geocites.com).” Thus the “protruding jaw” became synonymous with the notion of 

“lower development and of a closer relationship to primitive man” (www.geocites.com). For 

Campier, then, an arrangement of skulls tilted at different angles showed a progression from the 

lowly apes, to “Orangs, Negroes … the skull of an Hottentot … and the diverse European” 
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(www.geocites.com). The latter for him represented the highest level of evolution, which he 

defined as far removed from the primitive position with which Negroes are closely aligned. 

Although this perception of blacks as animals can be traced as far back as the 1700s, it does 

not belong only to the distant past. According to a 2005 CBS report in The News Blog, this 

stereotype was “enshrined in law,” giving it credence even today. Historian Orlando Patterson 

believes that the fact that slaves were the legal property of masters is what further permitted  

thoughts of blacks as animals to flourish. Patterson references Clause #4 of a 1674 Act (passed in 

Jamaica) which states that “all Negroes lawfully bought as bond slaves shall here continue to be 

so and further be held and judged and taken to be goods and chattels” (80). 

 This law and many others like it left the slave open to being sold at any time, like an animal 

no longer needed for duty. Or the slave could be used at any time to settle a debt the master owed, 

in much the same way that one would use one’s chattel. Neither was it unusual to observe a sign 

on the doors of restaurants that equated blacks with animals. One such is cited in The News Blog: 

“Negroes and Dogs not allowed.” The perception of blacks as uncivilized animals has also entered 

the court houses in more recent times and so, according to The News Blog, it is not unusual for 

lawyers to refer to black male defendants as “laughing hyenas”, “vultures”, “tigers”, “mad dogs” 

and “animals in the jungle.” In the well-known and documented Rodney King case of 199, where 

this African-American man was brutally beaten by white police officers after his arrest for drunk 

driving following a high-speed chase, animal imagery and the suggestion that King was sub-human 

prevailed. The sounds he emitted during the beating were said to be animal-like, his strength sub-

human; thus, the officers argued, it was necessary to beat and therefore control his animalistic 

tendencies.1  

 Blacks were not only thought of as animals, they were also treated as such. In any situation 

where a human being is enslaved by another, a likely result is the denigration of the enslaved. His 

                                                           
1 The story has been well documented on such websites as www.npr.org, www.history.com, and has been captured 

in such films as A&E's “L.A. Burning: The Riots 25 Years Later” and “The Lost Tapes”. George Floyd riots of 2020 

have been reminiscent of King’s experience. 

http://www.npr.org/
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or her self-worth will undoubtedly be questioned, and eventually the exploited will find no reason 

to think of self as anything but inferior. “Slavery,” Frederick Douglass explains in his 

autobiography, “has a natural and inevitable tendency to brutalize every noble faculty of man” 

(xiii). R. Bickell, a clergyman who, during slavery, witnessed firsthand how blacks were 

brutalized, wrote of the horrors he saw: 

Slaves are so degraded and depressed in the eye of the law, as not to be considered 

persons, but mere criminals or chattels … they can be seized and sold for debt … 

and exposed for sale at public auctions. Tenderest ties of nature  are broken in an 

instant and the cries would not be in the least attended to, nor heeded any more than 

the moans of so many animals (vii-viii). 

Since masters believed the enslaved to be animals, they understandably treated them as such, and 

since Blacks were perceived to be so low on the scale of humanity, it is not at all surprising that 

they at times accepted the stereotype. Indeed, Frederick Douglass recalls; “I have often wished 

myself a beast … I preferred the condition of the meanest reptile to my own” (43). 

 This stereotype of blacks as animals was perpetuated during slavery because it gave the 

planters some modicum of control. They wanted to show ownership and in that way control blacks’ 

movements. They literally placed a stamp of ownership on their slaves, branding them in much 

the same way that ranch owner would brand their cattle. Again, Reverend Bickell can be cited 

here: “Many of the slaves [were] branded when they [were] inclined to wander …[emphasizing] 

the disgraceful and disgusting appearance of seeing a human being marked like, or worse than, a 

horse” (37). 

     The crossbreeding of animals is an age-old process, its main objective being to produce the type 

of offspring which best combines the outstanding qualities of its parents. The Africans in the new 

world were forced to procreate like beasts. Two strong, hardworking slaves were often crossbred 

in an attempt to produce the finest quality workers. Brodber makes reference to this dehumanizing 
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practice in her 2005 non-fiction, The Continent of Black Consciousness: On the History of The 

African Diaspora From Slavery to The Present Day: 

Mrs. Burke’s forebear was mated with several different men to produce the best 

strain possible. Her sex partner was not her business; it was the business of Master 

Gyles, who allowed certain men to mate with her…. The children of the mating 

couple are not theirs but the property of the master … [the woman] had no control 

over her body had no control over the issue of her body, she was powerless, totally 

dominated by another (18). 

It is not too difficult to see, then, how the planters meant to steadily erode the blacks’ concept of 

self as they were subjected to frequent comparisons to animals. As observed before, Western 

civilization conceives of the animal as something far less than the human self. Animals are 

degraded and thought of as having very little value to human life than as workers, as food, or as 

pets. Similar to the concepts of blacks which prevailed during slavery, animals can be taught only 

to a limited extent. For example, a parrot can only ‘parrot’ what he has been taught, while a dog 

will roll over upon command but will not ‘return the favour’ and try to teach his master how to 

fetch or how to bark. Horses, mules, oxen are used to assist with workload and their value is in 

making life easier for humans.  

Another value of the animal lies in the fact that it is controllable once captured and is 

essential to lab and other tests. The London Telegraph newspaper quoted former Prime Minister 

Anthony “Tony” Blair of England as saying that "there is no alternative for the foreseeable future 

to using animals if we are to see the full benefits of scientific advances” (www.washtimes.com). 

The pre-requisite to introducing new products to the market, especially those that might have a 

negative chemical impact on humans, is to test the possible side-effects on animals first, thereby 

preserving the life of humans but also simultaneously destroying the life of the animal. This 

practice suggests a disregard for the value of animal life.  

http://www.washtimes.com/
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 There have, over time, been animal rights groups who have spoken out against the 

treatment meted out to animals, and this regard for animal life is reflective of the abolitionists’ 

regard for the treatment of slaves. However, not all Europeans shared the concept of emancipation 

for blacks.  Similarly, not all who make up western civilization share the objectives of animal 

rights groups, who, as their title suggests, believe that animals, like human beings, have rights and 

should be accorded some degree of freedom and respect, including the lack of abuse. A Gallup 

poll testing Americans’ reaction to animal rights goals, found that most persons surveyed were 

unwilling to change their views of animals significantly. The results showed that of the 1,005 

adults surveyed, “just 25 percent think that animals deserve the same right as people” 

(www.jvma.org). 

Africans’ Concept of Animals 

When one looks at the Africans’ concept of animals and their place within the cosmos, it 

is indubitable that had the survey been conducted there, the results would have been significantly 

different. In the African worldview, environmental resources like land, plants, and animals have a 

place within the sanctity of nature. Certain places like groves, rivers, and trees are believed to have 

spiritual connections. This is no less true of animals. According to Obkuntogun in his exploration 

of animal sacrifice among the Ebo people, “all of God’s creations have some relationship with 

God and communicate with God at some level beyond our comprehension. Within Ifa, animals are 

sometimes used to communicate our message to the spiritual realm. Each animal species has 

distinct properties that are beyond our comprehension“ (tribes.tribes.net).  

Thus Animals are highly valued in African epistemology and this value is reflected in the 

treatment meted out to them. The Europeans believe in the sacrifice of animals in labs to attain 

higher knowledge in science and thereby improve human life. The Africans also believe in the 

sacrifice of animals “to cleanse a person of illness or misfortune” (tribes.tribes.net). Both have in 

common this sacrifice of the animal supposedly for the greater good. However, Obkuntogun 

emphasizes that for the African, “when an animal is sacrificed …it is first and foremost done with 
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respect … for the little bird whose life is taken in order that we may live better. …We perform in 

acknowledgement that our lives will be taken suddenly in much the same way as the animal’s” 

(tribes.tribes.net). Believing that animals are essential to their existence, Africans acknowledge the 

animals’ place in the cosmos and feel compelled to be respectful to these creatures.  

 Brodber’s beliefs align with this African cosmology. As will be later argued, although 

whites ascribed animal-like characteristics to blacks with the intent of demeaning blacks, Brodber 

sees the positive characteristics and tendencies of animals and therefore gives them a place in her 

novels. Africans further acknowledge that in some ways the animal is superior to the human being.  

This means that in the African worldview the animal is admired, its strengths proudly 

copied or imitated. For example, it is because of her conviction that animals’ “sense of smell is 

much higher than our own” (tribes.tribes.net) that Brodber portrays Mr. Dan in Myal, as someone 

who is able to sniff out various situations and bring about change. In that same novel, her portrayals 

of Percy the Chick and Mother Hen are reflective of the Ifa (Yoruba religious) belief that the 

chicken is the first animal inhabitant of the earth, a leader in its own right, and that “the chicken is 

a favourite communicator of messages to the spirit realm because of its close association to the 

deities from the very start” (tribes.tribes.net). This attribute perhaps explains why it is Maydene 

Brassington in her capacity as White Hen and Miss Gatha as Mother Hen who are given the task 

of communicating the eradication of evil to others in the spirit realm. 

 

Shakespeare’s The Tempest 

Brodber is only one of many writers who have looked at the enslaved individuals who are 

stereotyped and made to think of themselves as equal to animals. The presentation of the enslaved 

as having animalistic tendencies can be traced as far back as the Elizabethan era and to British 

playwright William Shakespeare in The Tempest, a major text in post-colonial discourse. This 

work has been interpreted in the context of the colonial experience and the conclusions drawn have 

some significance to what is being presented here.  
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 Written in the seventeenth century, The Tempest presents Prospero, an overthrown Duke, 

and his daughter Miranda, who both arrive on an island which is inhabited by native Caliban and 

a spirit Ariel, whom Caliban’s mother Sycorax had imprisoned. Prospero eventually enslaves 

Caliban and frees Ariel, who takes up the new position as Prospero’s servant. Conceived at a time 

when the British and Europeans were expanding their territories, Shakespeare’s play places the 

coloniser, Prospero, in the position of superiority and power.  It establishes the inferior status of 

the enslaved, showing him as being in need of civilising and the European as the nobleman who 

will take on this mission. In Rewritten/Reinterpreted History in Literature, an analysis of The 

Tempest is conducted, and Shakespeare’s play is juxtaposed with Marina Warner’s Indigo. In this 

text Warner establishes that “through The Tempest Shakespeare … wilfully or unintentionally, was 

part of the creation and establishment of myths and stereotypes that would be reinforced again and 

again for the next three centuries, during the entire colonial period” (http://heima.olivant.fo). 

Warner goes on to argue, quite convincingly, that Shakespeare ‘established’ and ‘reinforced’ these 

myths and stereotypes when he used language to convey the notion of the enslaved as animal. This 

notion is conveyed firstly in the name Caliban, which resonates as ‘cannibal’, a flesh eater. It is 

strengthened through Shakespeare’s use of language in which the coloniser, this time Prospero’s 

daughter, Miranda, whose “language is pure and good,” complains to Caliban that she “took pains 

to make thee speak, taught thee each hour … when thou … wouldst gabble like a thing most 

brutish” (Act 1, Sc 2, lines 356 - 360).   

Frantz Fanon in Black Skin, White Masks speaks of conforming to the culture and, 

specifically here, to the language of the colonizing power. Language establishes the inferior status 

of the enslaved, who cannot attain the ‘pure and good’ language of the colonizer but rather 

continues to ‘gabble’ even after attempts have been made to teach them a ‘better’ language. 

According to Fanon, 

every colonized people – in other words every people in whose soul an inferiority 

complex has been created by the death and burial of its local cultural originality – 

finds itself face to face with the language of the civilizing nation; that is, with the 

http://heima.olivant.fo/
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culture of the mother country the colonized is elevated above his jungle status in 

proportion to his adoption of the mother country’s cultural standards (18).  

In The Tempest The concept of the enslaved as animal is also seen in the description of Sycorax, 

“this blue eyed hag,” and Caliban, “the son that she did litter here … not honour’d with a human 

shape” (Act 1, Sc 2, lines 271-286). Undoubtedly, it is this concept of the colonized that would 

likely have been accepted as truth by all who saw this play during the Elizabethan era, and so 

because Prospero’s story is told, rather than that of Sycorax or Caliban, Shakespeare’s play 

preserved the stereotype of the enslaved as animal. Many contemporary writers have revisited this 

concept through their own fiction. According to Rewritten/Reinterpreted History in Literature, 

these writers have used their works to “rewrite texts, to fight their way into the crevices” 

(http://heima.olivant.fo), as indeed Brodber does in both her fiction and non-fiction. Marina 

Warner, in her novel Indigo, does a similar rewriting of the stereotypes that The Tempest 

perpetuated. In her text, Sycorax, who was marginalised in Shakespeare’s play, is the central 

character, and it is her half of the story that is told. She is established as the rightful owner of the 

island that Prospero colonises, and it her exploitation as human being, rather than as an animal, 

that is emphasised. Like Brodber, Warner permits the enslaved a chance to tell her story, which 

was deliberately excluded by the European, in this case William Shakespeare. Sycorax “is 

permitted to voice her side of the story, an honour she has been denied for almost 400 years” 

(http://heima.olivant.fo). Like Brodber, then, Warner uses her works to reverse old and established 

stereotypes - and not just of the enslaved as animals. By foregrounding this female character that 

was ‘dead’ in Shakespeare’s male-centred play, she has also rewritten the myth of the ‘silent’ 

female – but that is another discussion for another time.  

Animals in Brodber’s Non-Fiction 

Shakespeare and Warner’s fictional works are included here as they form a backdrop 

against which Brodber’s own works can be read in relation to stereotypes of the colonized Africans 

as animals. In a number of her non-fiction works, Brodber has explained the many ways in which 

http://heima.olivant.fo/
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blacks were described as, and ascribed the treatment of, animals. In her 1995 lecture, 

Emancipation—the Lessons and the Legacy: … As we forgive Those Who Trespass Against Us, 

Brodber emphasizes this ascription to the blacks, expressing through associations with the animal 

kingdom how blacks were treated under slavery. She describes them as being “shipped like 

sardines through the Middle Passage” (1), underlining in this description how tightly packed they 

were on the ships and how little regard was given to their well-being. To emphasize how tirelessly 

the blacks laboured, Brodber cites Solomon Northrop, a former slave who reports that “the 

[blacks’] hands are required to be in the cotton field as soon as it is light in the morning … they 

do not dare to stop even at dinnertime … until the order is given to halt by the driver” (4). The 

order to “halt” given by the slave driver is reminiscent of an order given to Oxen as they plough a 

field. The ‘animal’ has no choice but to keep working until signalled to stop. In the same lecture, 

Brodber also makes cites Edward Long’s History of Jamaica, published in 1744” (5) where the 

African was described in terms that put him closer to beast than man. His hair is likened to “bestial 

fleece”. To quote: “the lice that infest their bodies are black; they have a bestial or fetid smell. This 

thing was seen as “void of genus” and closely allied to the “orangutan” (5).  

Without a doubt, Brodber highlights the stereotype of blacks as animals in her non-fiction 

because she wants her listeners to ponder whether acceptance of this myth explains why blacks at 

times treat each other like the animals they were thought to be. She posits:  

Each of us has to look deep within ourselves for the legacy of racism and colourism 

to see whether it is Long’s propaganda … which can allow us to put seventeen of 

our youth, the fruit of our nation, in a cell meant for six, for thirty-six hours, and 

remain indifferent to their pleas. Has Long gotten us to think like him, that we are 

animals? (9-10)  

Thus, Brodber forces her listeners to question whether this concept of blacks is one they are willing 

to accept and to perpetuate. She pushes them to evaluate their position in this regard. 
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 Brodber does the same in The Continent of Black Consciousness: On the History of The 

African Diaspora From Slavery to The Present Day. ‘Seven Second Sunday Seminars’ that 

Brodber gave her community comprise this text, and, throughout, she references the stereotype of 

Blacks as animals. In the chapter/seminar titled “Comparative Slavery,” Brodber underlines the 

differences between the enslavement of the blacks and slavery amongst other races. The major 

difference, she avers, is seen in the treatment meted out to blacks. According to Brodber, after 

being taken to the new world, the slave learnt that “the only role he could play in this society was 

that of chattel,  and to this status he was assigned for perpetuity” (10)—for many generations the 

descendants of the enslaved would also be relegated to the status of ‘chattel’.  

Blacks were considered in need of civilization and it is on this premise that slavery was 

justified. Masters needed this justification and so the notion of blacks as less than human—as 

primitive and certainly as far lower on the scale of humanity than their European counterpart—

was propagated. Masters argued that outside of plantocracy and the supposed civilization blacks 

were exposed to through interfacing with whites, blacks would regress to their primitive status. In 

a later seminar, “The World the Freedman/Woman Made,” Brodber guesses at the “thinking within 

the ex-master’s mind” (57), stating that after emancipation 

the myth of the lazy Negro was born. Again. This is a savage taken from 

cannibalistic Africa and made by my association, half civilized. If he is not around 

me, he cannot imitate me and must be egressing into Africanisms and such 

barbarities. Ergo, blacks have regressed culturally since emancipation. How can I 

relate to this lazy savage? (57)  

In another of Brodber’s seminars, “From Juba’s Head”, the positive association of blacks 

with animals is presented. She discusses the many definitions given to the word “Juba”, 

highlighting that in Bambara “It refers to a hen, who has young children … [while in] Wolof, it 

refers to tough-tough hair on the head” (138). Brodber later uses these definitions in her seminar 

to examine mentally tough women who constantly nurture their young. Obviously, this positive 
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rewriting of stereotypes of blacks as animals has its place in her non-fiction, but it is in her novels 

that Brodber fully explores this phenomenon. 

 It is in the celebration of the very things that the planters decried that Brodber finds most 

success in conveying her message that the Africans’ history and culture have value. This 

celebration testifies to a people whose communities have well-developed traditional indigenous 

knowledge systems, and it is these that inform their everyday life. Knowledge of animal patterns 

and behavior, for example, is coupled with environmental management to make African 

communities more resilient to environmental change.  

In Indigenous Knowledge in Natural Disaster Reduction in Africa, James Kamara explores 

the relevance of indigenous knowledge as underused but invaluable information and encourages 

adaptation of it to mitigate the impact of natural disasters. Kamara states in his online article, for 

example, that in Northern Ghana it is well known information that a change in birds’ cries or the 

onset of their mating period indicates a change of season … Floods can be predicted from the 

height of birds’ nests near rivers. Moth numbers can predict drought. The … cry of a specific bird 

on trees near rivers predict onset of the rainy season for farming (www.environmenttimes.net). 

This is invaluable knowledge which cannot be discarded if African history is to be 

understood. It can result in the saving of lives and shows that if such indications can be given from 

the animal kingdom, it is little wonder that animals are so highly regarded in Africa. The value of 

animals’ intuition as outlined by Kamara cannot be denied. According to William Saleton, every 

week we learn something new about animal brain power. Crows fashion leaves and metal into 

tools. Ravens understand spying. Pigeons deceive each other. Rats run mazes in their dreams. 

Prairie dogs make different noises to denote different animals… (www.slate.com). 

This possibility that animals have a sixth sense has become more widely accepted in recent 

years. Brodber seemingly shares this view and throughout her novels demonstrates to her readers 

that the assignment of animal-like behaviours and characteristics to blacks—as was the case during 

slavery—does not necessarily have pejorative associations. To be compared with animals that are 

http://www.environmenttimes.net/
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admirable on many levels is not at all pejorative. Armed with the knowledge and demonstrated 

understanding of the African worldview and the place of animals within it, Brodber counteracts 

the stereotyping of blacks as animals in her fiction. This stereotype is especially subverted in Myal, 

where Brodber gives the names and characteristics of animals to her major characters. She shows 

throughout the novel that it is these totemic characters that aid in the expulsion of unsavoury 

members from the communities. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary on Historical Principles explains 

that a totem is  

“the hereditary mark, emblem or badge of a tribe, clan or group …, consisting of a 

figure or representation of some animal … after which the group is named; so 

applied to the animal or natural object itself, [the totem is] sometimes considered 

to be ancestrally or fraternally related to the clan.” 

The totemic characters that play a central role in Myal are said by Evelyn O’Callaghan, in 

Kunapipi, to “constitute a kind of Jamaican continuum from traditional herbalism to religious (and 

thus, educational) subversion” (96). Brodber demonstrates what can be accomplished when the 

distinct properties of various species in the animal kingdom are linked with the intelligence of 

humans. She knows that the association of animals with things supernatural within the African 

worldview is a concept that must be highlighted throughout her novels to effectively counteract 

the colonizers’ stereotyping of blacks as animals. Characters like Mr. Dan, Percy the Chick and 

Mother Hen wear their animal titles as badges of honour, and it is in this positive portrayal that 

lends strength and depth to Brodber’s message.  

Brodber uses the framing device of the fable to construct her novel, Myal. The fable 

embraces the irrational in its presentation of a world peopled by animals who can talk and function 

in much the same way as humans. Brodber’s fable demonstrates some superiority, however, as her 

animals heal mysterious illnesses and supernaturally defend the innocent—as in the case of the 

necromancer Willie the pig and Miss Gatha, Mother Hen—and also communicate by telepathy:  
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“Ole African was resting when the tap, tap of Dan’s code came through to him … 

Reverend Simpson … settled himself … and let his mind move where it would to 

deal with what issue it would …Willie, I’ve got your message” (65). 

The Africans believe that one can be reborn into the soul of an animal. According to John Mibiti 

In African Religions, this transmigration, often referred to as metempsychosis, denotes the 

changing of a person into an animal. … Africans also believe that people may inhabit particular 

animals after death, especially snakes, which are treated with great respect. Some African rulers 

reappear as lions. Some people believe that the dead will reappear in the form of the totem animal 

of that ethnic group, and these totems are fearsome (such as lions, leopards, or crocodiles) 

(www.deathreference.com ). 

In her writings, Brodber makes the convergence of the animal and human worlds a 

deliberate one. She gives her characters other names – an act perhaps of erasing the alien names 

(usually the names of their masters) given upon arrival into the New World. Brodber’s deliberate 

naming of these totemic characters links them with animals with which they are familiar and which 

they hold in high regard. Her deliberateness in this regard might also be read as an attempt to erase 

the sense of an alien identity and replace it with one that reflects self-knowledge and pride. 

Abesia Busia explains that “communal naming, an honour bestowed in many African 

communities, is an accolade of acceptance” (qtd. in Davies, Fido 293). In Myal, Maydene 

Brassington’s new name ‘White Hen’ is, for example, an act of acceptance into the community of 

healers: “A new self had been revealed to her at Miss Gatha’s tabernacle … her name and function 

were “White Hen” … she was and had been working with Reverend Simpson who was Mr. Dan 

… and the Necromancer Master Willie...” (88). The totemic names Mr. Dan (the dog); Percy (the 

chick); White Hen; Mother Hen; and Willie (the pig), are Brodber’s own way of acknowledging 

this part of the African culture which embraces notions of a superior knowledge through alignment 

of the human intelligence with animal intuition. Reverend Simpson, for example, is not merely a 

man of the cloth; he is dog-like in his loyalty to sniff out various situations and thereby see to the 

welfare of his parishioners’ bodies, souls, minds and spirits. In Myal he behaves like “a dog 
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scenting a precious find, not knowing whether to bark or whine, to stand still or to rush about … 

Then he sniffed the air … there is hope … my job can be done” (98). Mass Cyrus as Percy the 

chick is equally effective. Having pecked through the mystery of Ella’s illness, he knows that it is 

“not worms and … no black boil … either” (1) which ails her. In his role of ‘Chick’, Mass Cyrus  

enacts an intelligence that is superior to the ‘white man’ Mr. Brassington, as he has both the logic 

of man (in his role as Mass Cyrus) and the intuition of an animal (as Percy).  

 These totemic characters discern evil, as in the case of Mother Hen (Ms. Gatha), and once 

they do, it is their task to exorcise that evil. The totemic characters know truths which the other 

characters could not even begin to guess. Mass Cyrus knows of Ella’s illness, for example, and 

further realizes that curing her body is less significant than touching her spirit. The necromancer’s 

insight into the fact that “the half has never been told” (65) is another example of the totemic 

characters’ trans- dimensional faculty. These are not characters that are searching for an identity. 

They do not feel less human and do not bemoan their positions because they have been given the 

name and characteristics of various animals. Rather, they know and embrace their identities and 

carry out their functions effectively. 

By using these totemic characters, Brodber addresses the lessons conveyed by the Primary 

School Reader, from which these characters are drawn, to impressionable children. This text was 

a part of the primary school curriculum in Jamaica over 30 years ago. As Ella realizes in Myal, 

through the written word children are invited into complicity. The Primary School Reader tells a 

story to children and accentuates how they should react to authority figures. This concept is 

rewritten in Myal where the animals are the ones with a superior status. What the writer has sought 

to do—and has accomplished—is the rewriting of a hitherto inferior or inadequate identity of the 

black man. The notion of ‘rewriting’ highlights the fact that the totemic characters represent 

‘subversive potential’—stereotypes modulated into prototypes. Brodber presents them as 

possibilities if perspectives are changed. 

The trickster of African folklore, Anancy the spider-hero is used in Brodber’s novels, more 

often than not, to make a point about his ability to survive various situations. Anancy, a spider in 
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African mythology, falls under the broad category of ‘animal’, as was previously defined by the 

Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English. Tales of this heroic spider survived slavery. It is 

believed that this was because the Anancy personality was an ideal response to the blacks’ new 

world circumstances. According to historian Orlando Patterson,  

The spider-hero tales survived largely because they were functionally adaptable to 

New World slave societies … It seems plausible that the trickster-hero type tale 

survived not by accident, but because it was socially and psychologically best suited 

to the condition of the Negro in the New World (251). 

As in the case of Anancy, it was at times necessary for slaves to play into the masters’ stereotypes 

of them as ignorant and thereby glean information imperative for their survival. Brodber highlights 

him in her fiction as yet another animal worth copying. Cleverness and the ability to endure and 

survive trying situations are undoubtedly characteristics worth emulating. Leonard Barrett is of a 

similar opinion and confirms Brodber’s stance when he explains that in Ashanti, Ananci Krokroko, 

the great spider is the symbol of wisdom and in anthropological language, he is known as the 

trickster deity. Anansi … has these components which make him a folk hero par excellence for, 

elusive and nimble of spirit and witty of tongue, he is representative of techniques of survival at 

their best (33-34). 

Anancy is said to provide the link between people and the supreme being. In the article 

“Spiders in West Africa,” he is further said to have been involved in the creation of the world, and 

in Ashanti culture, he is a god. His role is described as being “both lighthearted and profound, 

often providing the link between people and the supreme being.” Anancy is a trickster, but it is his 

wisdom and ability to get out of sticky situations for which he is best known. Amongst the Akam 

people of West Africa, it is a common saying that "the wisdom of the spider is greater than that of 

all of the world together." 

Anancy is appropriately featured in Brodber’s Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home. 

Brodber uses him to highlight that one can always find a way of escape from oppressive and 

restrictive situations. In this novel when we first meet Anancy, he is seemingly lost, spinning 

around and around in the forest without a sense of direction. Brodber uses this portrayal to 
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highlight the blacks’ own sense of hopelessness and lack of direction after having been physically 

and psychologically abused over time. When next Anancy is referred to, however, the writer’s aim 

is to make the reader aware of how he survived.  He did so by tricking and misleading his enemy, 

thereby creating a way of escape for himself and his children. The displaced African, Brodber 

seems to be saying, must at times see subterfuge as being necessary for survival and eventual 

freedom. Anancy can spin a web and this ability becomes his protection. Likewise, displaced 

Africans at times need to make ‘finely crafted kumblas’ to guarantee their own survival. The 

writer, however, cautions readers to put these off when they become confining.  

 The reference to a fish in Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home also demands attention 

here.  Brodber appropriately reserves the novel’s last section, titled ‘The Fish’, to hint at the 

protagonist Nellie’s eventual growth, for it is in this chapter that Nellie envisions her potential: 

Last night I dreamt I was carrying a fish, a large sized parrot fish, so large that it 

stretched my belly to the point where it became a square goldfish bowl with one 

fish stuck crossways in it. I the nurse could touch the tail where had prepared me, 

but no amount of bearing down could give birth to it. Strangely enough, I felt 

neither sadness nor frustration nor even pain that the fish could not come for after 

all I could see it (147).  

In Jamaican folk culture, dreams about fish are believed to be indicative of pregnancy which, in 

turn, is indicative of growth or re-birth. Brodber’s description of the belly becoming the bowl that 

the fish is in confirms this. It is this pregnancy which demands attention, as what Nellie is on the 

verge of giving birth to is not a human child. Rather, having undergone the process of realizing, 

accepting and working hard to erase her fragmented past and identity, Nellie is now pregnant with 

potential and with hope of giving new meaning to who she is and where she belongs. 

 The protagonist we are left with at the end of the novel is not one who is easily frustrated 

with stalled events or with the birthing of something long-awaited, but one who is sufficiently 

open-minded to realize and accept that “it will come” (147). In this way, Brodber urges her readers 
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not to be frustrated when the possibilities and potential for growth and development of black 

people seem to lie just outside of reach. That too will come.  

Conclusion  

The fable Animal Farm, written by George Orwell, is referred to in Myal. Toward the end 

of Brodber’s novel, Mr. Joe’s Farm is discussed extensively by the characters, but a perusal of the 

novel itself shows that there are several lessons Brodber has attempted to impart which are closely 

related to the lessons learnt from Orwell’s fable. Orwell explains in the introduction to Animal 

Farm that “I write … because there is some lie that I want to expose, some fact to which I want to 

draw attention” (v). This objective is similar to Brodber’s. The extensive use of animals, or at the 

very least animal-like characters, in Myal is also an attempt to expose a lie. Like the animals of 

Orwell’s novel, the blacks protested against the alien imposition of a ‘superior’ group: “Miss Peg 

the donkey was tired of being ridden without being asked her permission; Mrs. Cuddy resented 

having her milk taken away from her …” (100). 

In its introduction, Animal Farm is said to be about “what happens to ordinary people when 

other people have power over them. And it is also about what happens to people when they get 

complete power over others” (ix). Brodber’s reference to Orwell’s novel proves appropriate as the 

actions played out on Mr. Joe’s farm are clearly reflective of the rebellion of oppressed peoples 

against their oppressors throughout history. Brodber effectively uses this fable to transmit her 

message of potential, and the possibilities that are open to the blacks. Orwell gives this explanation 

for the origin of his novel: “I saw a little boy … driving a huge cart horse along a narrow path 

whipping it whenever it tried to run. It struck me that if only such animals became aware of their 

strength, we should have no power over them … (xv). 

 Brodber’s aim extends beyond Orwell’s: to make these poor, whipped, exploited black 

‘animals’ aware of their strength and thereby bring to an end all the inhumane acts to which they 

were subjected. The ‘driver’ of these ‘animals’ are but ‘little boys’ and it is because they realize 

their own smallness and inadequacy that they put a bit in the horse’s mouth and a whip in their 

own hands. The colonizers' realization of themselves as ‘little boys’ in face of the strength and 
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growing numbers of the black people led them to plant ideas of inferiority and animalistic 

tendencies in the minds of the blacks to better control them  

 The final outcome of Animal Farm is what Brodber warns readers of her own works 

against. At the end of Orwell’s novel, the distinction between the pigs and the men they entertain 

is difficult to determine. Brodber’s novels and her nonfiction warn blacks against accepting the 

labels, images and stereotypes ascribed them. In much the same way as Mr. Dan explains to Ella, 

Brodber makes her readers aware that their fight should be against those who have written and 

mis-represented their history: “You have a quarrel with the writer…., you think, without an 

awareness of certain things. But does he force you to teach without this awareness? Need your 

voice say what his says?” (107). 

 What the writer is in effect saying is that there are conclusions one can arrive at on one’s 

own. It is up to individuals to construct their own identity, to find their own niche without losing 

their individuality, without causing another to wonder whether they are ’pigs’ or ‘men’. A person’s 

report of what is not his or her own experience but that of another can only be accepted as limited 

perspective rather than as total truth and is therefore open to acceptance or rejection. In essence 

then, as Brodber illustrates, the Europeans’ recording of blacks’ history is second-hand reporting; 

it is the blacks’ own experiences that should dictate their own truths. 
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